Joy

Travel tip:
To experience Joy fully,
go further than
being on Pleasure Island only.
Cross the Sea of Wonderment
and visit Peace and Harmoney
as well.

Worth knowing:
Harmoney is the Transaction
Centre of Joy.
It’s home to the source of your
talents and your values.
Knowing what is ‘in Harmoney’
helps you to invest
your energy wisely on Pleasure
with deep and lasting satisfaction in return.

Harmoney

Abundance
The Capital Abundance
(situated on the highest summit of Joy)
can only be reached
by The Infinity Loop that connects
the three islands.
In some travel books this path is referred to as
the Spiritual Path.

Pleasure

Abundance

Remarkable fact:
The road on Pleasure is called This Track.
Only travelling on that road used to be called
thistracktion, which is nowadays spelled as distraction.

Remarkable fact:
Peace is only small, but crucial in the loop of
state affairs.
The policy of Joy is ‘ oneness’...
So there is only one ministry that deals with everything
that is important:
the Ministry of Peace and Abundance.
Every question asked at the Ministry ( and all the
inhabitants of Joy!)
is answered openly and honestly.
Some say:” Only with your mind at Peace,
you can open your heart to Joy.”

Peace

enjoy joyning the dots
Make the most of
your stay here
by investing your talents
in making joyful connections:
harmonious & peaceful
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Mind the gaps!
Joy encourages inhabitants and visitors
to be resourceful and creative.
To hop from one island to another,
you’ll need your imagination,
since there are no ferry’s, no fixed bridges.

Guidance/ getting round
Try using the guided tours from ‘ Intuition’.
They know when to see which part of the Island,
suiting your needs and values best.
They know how to get there.
It’s a free service.
Paying a Compliment is however
highly appreciated
and helps to improve the service.

You are encouraged to play with this map of Joy.

Best visited:
Year round, it has a nice sunny climate

Please consider two things:

8

Number of inhabitants:
Between 1 and

Currency:
Compliments and Smiles
Source of income:
Energy distribution

Academy:
Joy hosts the Universal Royal Academy for
sailing the Souldream.
Pilot service:
If you want to enjoy your Souldream, but find it
difficult to navigate it’s waters...
Joy has an excellent pilot service provided by
inhabitant (and teacher at the Academy)
Esther Dageraad.
She is a licenced and fully
certified pilot on guiding Souldreams
safely into Joy.

1) If you communicate to others about it,
remember to name the source.
2) If you feel that this tool is making a valuable
contribution to your life, please remember to
share your resourcefulness with me and others.
You’ll find suggestions on www.1Ucompany.com.

Photos?
There are no photos in this map, because Joy
looks totally different for every person

Joy
In the beautiful
Sea of Wonderment
lies
the Kingdom of Joy.
It’s three islands:
Peace, Pleasure and Harmoney
welcome you
to spend some time there.

Be aware:
“Once you appreciate
all that Joy has to offer
you might never want to leave!”
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“ All that you can see
is yours!”
(not to take, but to share)
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